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Greetings from Indian Shoe Federation!
Doyens of the Indian Leather Fraternity,Synergy partners,Fellow Members, my
dear friends and colleagues,
On behalf of all the Organizers of Ambur OPEN 4, my Vice Presidents and on my
own behalf, I extend a warm Invitation to you to visit AMBUR OPEN 4 slated for 2930 June 2013 at the Ambur Trade Centre.

Before I proceed any further, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to all Synergy
Partners, to each and every exhibitor of Ambur OPEN 4, to all sponsors of Ambur
OPEN 4 and to my Team for the renewed interest in the fourth edition of Ambur
OPEN. It almost appeared like a ‘sticky wicket,’ but, TODAY, we are brim with
optimism and I owe it to each and every one of you.
Sirs, we have crossed the bridge just half-way … the exciting Journey of Ambur OPEN 4 lies in the
second half; when you and us meet at the Trade Centre and engage in ‘business transactions; with
the Exhibitors; who have made sure that they are bringing the best in Technology and Components/
machinery; this edition of Ambur OPEN.
Senior Members and dignitaries at the helm of Trade Associations & Institutions have sent us their wellwishes which have been featured in this Curtain Raiser.
Some of the Exhibitors have excited us with their new products that they would be displaying at Ambur
OPEN 4 and we have carried the snippets.
COMPONENTS BAZAAR is the need of the hour and is a highlight of Ambur OPEN 4. We request you to
please revisit this exciting e-business endeavour on www.indianshoefederation.in.
In a nutshell, you have a list of Exhibitors at Ambur OPEN 4.
Interesting Seminars have been lined-up for our Technical and Managerial teams to benefit from.
Sirs, beginning 1st February 2013 when we launched Ambur OPEN 4, on the occasion of IILF 2013, we
have left no leaf unturned in shaping this edition of Ambur OPEN. Catch the excitement of Ambur OPEN
4 as it unravels on 29 & 30 June 2013.
The Industry is buoyant.
Come join us in the buoyancy!			

With warm regards

(K R Vijayan)
President, Indian Shoe Federation

In Pictures: Launch and promotion of Ambur OPEN 4 @ IILF 2013, EC Meeting of ISF, Review Meetings in CSIR-CLRI and at APLF, Hong Kong
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M Mohamed Hashim, Chairman, KH Group
Ambur OPEN is an International Class Exhibition organized right in the heart of the Ambur manufacturing hub. Let Ambur
Open be the platform to show our intent in scaling higher peaks in this sector and help us to achieve new relationships
and to create stronger ties with the global leather fraternity.I take this opportunity to wish all of you a pleasurable and
professionally satisfying AMBUR OPEN 4.

Padmashri M Rafeeque Ahmed, President, AISHTMA
Following its Grand Debut in 2010, Ambur OPEN has gained momentum and established itself as a ‘premium fair.’ It has
become be the region’s biggest congregation of businessmen, technocrats, entrepreneurs in the specialized leather sector as
well as of participants and buyers. This is a complete fair for all Leather and Leather Product manufacturers and is a ‘one
stop shop’ for sourcing of leather and related components.
The historic decision of organizing the Ambur OPEN – an Exhibition of Finished Leather, Accessories, Components,
Technology and Machinery in Ambur has received an overwhelming response from exhibitors all over the country. This
has, indeed, been the culmination of the dreams of the visionaries who gave shape and nurtured the dreams to fruition.
I wish the Ambur OPEN 4 all success in rekindling the fire to march to a brighter future.

R K Jalan, Chairman, Council for Leather Exports
The Ambur OPEN is a ‘Business Platform’ to display and source the finest footwear components, leathers, machinery and
accessories to help make quality products that would fetch premium in the global markets.
Year on year, the Ambur OPEN excels itself which is indicative of the fact that the Exhibition is here to stay. The overwhelming
response is a major “thumbs up” for the vision and acumen of ISF, SISMA, IFLMEA, ATA, AFCAMMI, IFCOMA and the
local associations of the leather belt in putting up an event of this magnitude in the heart of the Leather and Leather Products
manufacturing cluster. They deserve all plaudits for their tireless efforts.
I am confident that Ambur OPEN 4 would surpass all expectations.

N Shafeeq Ahmed, Chairman, IFLMEA and Vice Chairman, CLE
Ambur OPEN can justifiably look back proudly at the conduct of the three previous editions of Ambur OPEN, which has
indeed a watershed moment in the annals of history of the Leather Sector of this region.
The keenness of the exhibitors and visitors to come back for the next edition clearly signifies the huge success of this
endeavour. The team behind this effort deserves applause for their contributions in promoting India as a major destination
for manufacture of quality Leather and Leather Products through the successful conduct of the Ambur OPEN.
I am sure that Ambur OPEN 4 will continue to promote India’s Brand Image and also generate good business for the
participants.

P.R. Aqeel Ahmed, Regional Chairman (South),CLE and President, SISMA
ISF and SISMA in partnership with IFLMEA, ATA, AFCAMMI, IFCOMA and the various tarde associations & institutions
have ably charted the road map for the establishment of the AMBUR OPEN as a ‘jewel in the crown’ in the leather sector
firmament.
India has blossomed into a major manufacturer of Leather Products and to achieve even greater heights we need to constantly
add new technology with eco-friendly and modern management practices tempered with a high degree of automation
which we hope to achieve through the platform of Ambur OPEN.
Ambur Open is a reflection of the “Opportunities and Challenges for the Leather Sector” and is staged to energize it to face
global competition and create a conducive environment for growth.
It is a matter of pride that Ambur Open is evolving into a worthy touchstone on the progress of the country’s globalization
endeavours and I trust that the business visitors will capitalize on the opportunities available at the Ambur OPEN 4.

Habib Hussain, Director, Leather Sector Skill Council
Ambur OPEN is the manifestation of the strength of the Leather, Leather Product, Components and Machinery sectors to
unitedly present a vibrant Leather Sector. It conveys the growth and forward march of our sector to the world and it attracts
one of the biggest gathering of leather connoisseurs.
The importance of being innovative and the need to constantly update products is a step to overcome product obsolescence
to survive in the future and the Ambur OPEN seeks to propagate this by providing the ‘Business Platform’ to convert ideas
into practical reality through display and sourcing of the finest raw materials, machinery, components and chemicals to help
make quality products that would fetch premium in the global markets.
The Ambur OPEN is a vivid presentation of the Leather Sector as a whole and I am sure that it would help us gain a strong
forward momentum to surge forward in the leather trade and I wish it all success.
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Prof. Dr. A B Mandal, Director, CSIR-CLRI
The journey of the Ambur OPEN to its fourth edition is a great moment to celebrate and an occasion to rededicate the
commitment for a new scale of ‘Image India promotion.’
Over the years, the Ambur OPEN has made remarkable progress that has resulted in making it a ‘must visit’ fair by all leather
connoisseurs across the world.
The achievements of the past and the leadership through the years have inspired Ambur OPEN to excel. The organizers have
been alive to the dynamic needs of the industry and expeditious in their actions to ensure the smooth conduct of the fair.
It is indeed heartening to note that Ambur Open finds strong support of not only the leather sector as a whole but also the
apex leather institutions and associations who are worthy associates in galvanising the leather sector to greater heights.
CSIR-CLRI takes pride in associating with the Ambur OPEN.
I am sure that in the years ahead, Ambur OPEN will emerge taller and taller and I wish it all success.

R. Ramesh Kumar, IAS, Executive Director, Council for Leather Exports
The Indian leather industry has reached another milestone in the year 2012-13 with exports almost reaching US $ 5 billion
and thereby registering a growth of 2.53% in Dollar Terms when compared to last year. This is no mean achievement
considering the fact that the exports had shown a declining trend in the first 10 months of 2012-13 on account of continuing
recession in the traditional market of Europe. As we are aiming to double our exports in the next 5 years, it is imperative that
we register double digit export growth in the coming years. The industry has already set its sights on achieving 15% to 20%
growth during 2013-14, which is quite possible going by the positive trends.
Needless to mention, domestic availability of quality machinery, raw materials and inputs will decide the price competitiveness
of the Indian leather industry. I am happy that the industry has taken the initiative of holding cluster level exhibitions which
provide a platform to the suppliers of machinery, raw materials and inputs to meet their prospective buyers. Ambur Open,
which is held in the “Town of Export Excellence” of Ambur, is one such exhibition which has eased the buying burden of
manufacturer-exporters of value added leather products & footwear to a greater extent. I am sure that this exhibition will
continue to grow, both in terms of exhibitor & visitor numbers and popularity in the years to come.
I extend by best wishes to the organizers, exhibitors and business visitors to Ambur Open4.

Puran Dawar, President, Agra Footwear Manufacturers and Exporters Chamber (AFMEC)
The first edition of Ambur Open was held, coinciding with the inauguration of Ambur Trade Centre and it has provided
an excellent venue for this important Exhibition within the major leather industry cluster of Ambur. Since then, in all
subsequent editions of the Ambur OPEN, there has been a very positive and encouraging response from participants and
visitors and the show has been successful in providing an ideal trade platform for manufacturers /suppliers of raw- materials,
components, accessories, chemicals, machinery and allied products to show case their latest and newly developed materials
and components for the footwear and leather products sector.
The leather industry is one of the Focus Sectors and is poised to achieve a huge growth in its export target and it is in
this context, that the 4th edition of AMBUR OPEN would definitely prove beneficial both to manufacturers of materials/
components as well as for the manufacturers of footwear and other leather products in their endeavour to enhance their
growth potential.
With the proximity to major production centres of leather and footwear in Southern region and the infrastructure facilities
of Ambur Trade Centre, I am confident that the Ambur Exhibition would result in fruitful business interactions and good
business generation.
I wish the participants and Business visitors all success.

PV Gopalakrishna Bachi, Immediate past- President, ISF and Managing Director, Bachi Shoes Ltd
It was a privilege to be at the helm of the Indian Shoe Federation at the inaugural edition of the Ambur OPEN. Ambur OPEN
1 was an outstanding success, Ambur OPEN 2 was even bigger and grander while the Ambur OPEN 3 outperformed the
earlier editions with even greater participation, footfalls and increased business turnover. The Ambur OPEN 4, I am sure, will
be also be a truly enriching and world class event.
Ambur Open is here to stay and will be a one-stop shop for Footwear Components, Accessories, Machinery and Finished
Leather.
Any major outcome is the result of synergistic efforts and all stake holders of the Leather industry walk hand in hand in this
journey of making Ambur OPEN a meaningful exposition for the discerning.
I am sure the participants and visitors will make full use of this exhibition for promoting their business objectives.
I wish the exhibitors and visitors all success.
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N Mohamed Sayeed, CMD, Amburtec and President, The Ambur Tanners Association
This has been a unique initiative from the ISF and SISMA in partnership with other trade associations and it showcases
India’s dynamic and modern face, vis-à-vis the leather and leather product industry.
Fairs such as the Ambur OPEN provide the requisite platform to plan and reassess the strategies to be followed to stride
ahead of competition. This fair helps gain global recognition for India by presenting a platform of immense value and
potential to our industry people in a very interesting and professional format.
We, at Amburtec and ATA, are proud to be partners in this venture and assure our wholehearted support for the success of
this fair by providing an enabling business ambience and invite all to enjoy the experience.
My heartiest wishes for a successful Ambur OPEN 4 to all the participants.

T Rafeeq Ahmed, Chairman, T. ABDUL WAHID & CO
The Ambur OPEN exhibition is at the core of showcasing the Indian Leather and Products sector and the industry shares a
deep and profound relationship with it. It is indeed commendable that ISF, SISMA, IFLMEA, ATA, IFCOMA and AFCAMMI
have joined hands to organize the Ambur OPEN 4 and I am sure that this would actively promote the interests of this sector
and would yield rich dividends for members of the Indian Leather Sector.
The fair presents the dynamic and modern face of the industry and helps gain global recognition for India by presenting a
platform of immense value and potential to our industry..
I am confident that the synergy partners in this endeavour would continue to bear the torch of progress of the Indian Leather
sector and the success of this event will give an impetus to more and more manufacturers to present their range of quality
products at this fair in the coming years.
I wish all the participants of Ambur Open 4 a very successful fair.

S M Faiyaz, Hon. Secretary, The Ambur Tanners Association
Our industry is sparing no efforts to remain as a most preferred destination for sourcing of Leather and Leather products
globally. The Ambur OPEN fosters greater showcasing and interchange of ideas from our manufacturers in this area as a
response to International needs and expectations and ATA is privileged to be a partner in the organization of Ambur OPEN.
The Ambur Open helps in engaging the customer by providing the most optimum platform for business dynamics and the
organizers need to be lauded for their sustained efforts in making Ambur OPEN so relevant to the growth of the Indian
Leather sector.
Considering that the previous editions of this fair have been very successful, the expectations for the upcoming Ambur
OPEN 4 are also very high.
ISF, SISMA and the other host associations always excel themselves in putting up a grand event and I wish Ambur OPEN 4
all success.

M S Khaleelur Rahman, Hon. Secretary, SISMA
The Ambur Open, which is so professionally organized by ISF in association with SISMA, IFLMEA, ATA, AFCAMMI,
IFCOMA and other supporting associations enters its Fourth year. It reaffirms to the world how unique and successful the
Indian Leather sector is with its integrated production chain and entrepreneurial culture.
More systematized co-operation and joint innovation is essential today in order to stimulate the development of new skills,
create new markets and transfer best practices. The Ambur Open provides the enabling ambience to forge new business
partnerships and offers the possibilities for enterprises to make a jump in size through formal connections with companies
and brands worldwide.
It has established itself as a generator of new impulses and provides the ideal platform for congenial negotiations and
business conduct.
I wish all a very purposeful AO4.

Sudhir Rustagi, President, Indian Footwear Components Manufacturers Association (IFCOMA)
The First three editions of the AMBUR OPEN have met with resounding success. It has strengthened our spirits to showcase
the best of the products being put up on display and has provided a great opportunity for the local Footwear Manufacturers
& Exporters to get a feel of the latest quality that is on offer along with the future developments that can take place as a result
of fruitful business discussions during the event.
The objective of IFCOMA as indeed of the fair organizer’s has always been to reach the footwear hubs of India so that the
interactions between the buyers & sellers could be effective and result oriented catering to the needs and requirements of the
industry at large and attain the broader perspective of the business.
The ambience at the Ambur Trade Centre is perfect for forging relationships and promoting business and I wish Ambur
OPEN 4 great success.
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S Iqbal Modi, President, Association of Footwear Components, Accessories and Machinery Manufacturers
of India (AFCAMMI)
It is a moment for us to cherish as the Association of Footwear Components, Accessories and Machinery Manufacturers of
India (AFCAMMI) has been given the opportunity to be associated with the organization of Ambur OPEN 4. It has been
a privilege to work with ISF, SISMA, IFLMEA, ATA , IFCOMA and the supporting associations & institutions who are so
enthused with the fair being held right in the midst of the manufacturing industry in most important cluster of the country.
We are upbeat of the participation from across the manufacturing and export fraternity. We are sure that this event would
be a gateway for all members of the Leather Fraternity and provide for a healthy interaction which would imbue a sense of
optimism for future business.

S Suresh Kumar, Senior Vice President, TUV SUD South Asia
The Ambur OPEN offers tremendous business opportunities and the USP of this Event is that there is a fascinating
amalgamation of product display, ranging from finest finished leather, leather products, accessories and impressive decorative
components. This is a golden opportunity for the Leather product manufacturers, buyers from across the country as well as
from overseas to source their requirement, thereby facilitating a one stop solution.
As an Internationally recognized Technical Solutions Provider, TÜV SÜD South Asia is pleased to contribute to the
development of this Leather Cluster through our association with the Ambur OPEN as the Main Sponsor.
We wish the event all success.

NEW PRODUCT
NEW PRODUCT
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Basyntan® UT: Ecological, multipurpose re-tanning agent

Basyntan® UT, the latest sulfone based retanning agent, is an ideal choice for making high-quality leather with
improved consumer safety. The product finds application in the pre-tanning, re-chroming and re-tanning of both
- wet blue and wet white leathers. Basyntan® UT imparts a compact fiber structure, a pleasant handle and a tight,
fine grain. Leathers retanned using Basyntan® UT are characterized by a full handle also in the belly, excellent
buffability and they can be dyed to clear, brilliant shades. When Basyntan® UT is used in the pre-tanning of wet
white leathers, a higher cutting yield can be achieved because of the compact fiber structure and the even fullness.
Further information on BASF is available on the Internet at E-Mail: manikandan.rathnam@basf.com, www.basf.com

BACO the front-runner in the field

With over five decades of experience in manufacturing, we diversified in 1993 towards Footwear
Components. Conceived with absolute determination towards International Standard for Quality and
manufacturing systems. Since then BACO has been the front-runner in this field.
Products manufactured: Footwear Components
• Moulded Counters out of Leather Board / Salpa
• Pre-formed Thermoplastic Counters
• Moulded Insoles
• Tempered Steel Shanks
• Safety Steel Mid-Soles
E-mail: info@baco.in; url: www.baco.in

New Mold Prevention break through by Bureau Veritas has potential to
significantly reduce losses for Leather Manufacturers

Mold growth can lead shoes and other leather goods becoming discolored and cause products to smell. Mold
spores can be toxic and represent a health hazard. Every year millions of dollars’ worth of products are rejected by
retailers, or worse still returned by consumers, with the risk of litigation and damage to a company’s reputation.
Problems can arise at any stage of the manufacturing and retail process, but often stem from humid conditions
in factories and poorly ventilated warehousing and transport. Chemicals used to tackle and prevent mold face
increasingly tight restrictions, with many now banned in the USA and Europe. Mold is therefore no longer
simply an issue of spoiled appearance. It is a safety issue, and one facing stringent regulations. A breakthrough
in mold prevention techniques could save shoe and leather goods manufacturers significant cost. To help
address the problem, Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services, a leading provider of safety, compliance
and quality assurance testing, inspection and certification services, has developed a mold prevention program
focused around a factory assessment that examines and addresses areas for improvement of the conditions in
which products are manufactured, stored and packed before shipment and additionally includes product testing
and educational seminars.
For more information regarding Mold Prevention Program
E-mail: cps@in.bureauveritas.com
Website: www.bureauveritas.co.in/cps
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Harsh VLH Technologies, a leading importer and supplier of all kind’s industrial sewing machines related to
leather and footwear industry on our own Brand Name HARSH VLH.
The Head office of the company is at Chennai, Tamil Nadu having Pan India sales network. Its distribution
channel is widespread and effective in all major parts of the country.
Harsh VLH has a huge presence in the Leather & Footwear Industry. We deliver best quality industrial sewing
machines and all kinds of other machineries to our customers with their own technical specification. The
company has earned fame and respect in the Leather and Footwear industry by working with dedication, and
has grown with consistency.
International quality machines and value for money are two famous traits that make the company popular
amongst their client, which includes a large number of national multinationals companies.
All kinds of Industrial Sewing Machine, Mocca Sewing- Heavy Duty Machines, Side Sole Stitching
Machines, Glue Pasting Machines, Edge Folding Machines, Spares , Needles and other machineries related
to Shoes & Footwear Industry.
Web : www.harshvlhgroup.com, Email: info@harshvlhgroup.com;

Versatile Group ( Versatile Enterprises Pvt. Ltd. / Unifab Industries)
VERSATILE is into development of Innovative fabrics.
The products are Eco-friendly, durable and are as per International Standards.
VERSATILE Group is equipped with Swiss Technology to manufacture all types of Re-enforcement /
Interlinings with different polymers (scatter coating) for all type of leathers. VERSATILE Interlinings and
re-enforcement fabrics gives Shape to the Shoes, specially Interlining for Oily leather.
Our Products ( Stripe / Check Linings, Dari Fabrics, Mesh Linings, Fur Linings, Fleece linings, Knitted Rib
linings) gives Extra Look and Extra Comfort to Shoes.
Email: vipanseth@versatilegroup.in; unifab@versatilegroup.in

Kanna Chemie Having Partnership With Fenice, Italy.

Water Stain - Special water based semi-fluid waxes for the dyeing and finishing of Crust Leathers.
Section Lacquers - Water based solutions and emulsions of natural and synthetic polymers destined
for the Finishing of cutting edges of leather for Bags, Belts, Straps, and Shoe Uppers Creams, Liquid
Dressings & Waxes - Various ranges of base coat, top coat creams & Self Shine Creams, liquid
dressings, Revivers for Nubuck leathers, Abrasive Wax, Carnauba Wax, Burnishing Wax, Softeners,
Cleaners
For details write to: raghu@kannachemie.com, f.tech@kannachemie.com,
admin@kannachemie.com

Rishi Overseas

Rishi Overseas, the Flagship Company of the Group, conceptualized for handling business related
to the Footwear Industry, came into existence in 1993.
Rishi Overseas presents: CAMBRELLE: With a winning formula of high absorbency, quick drying
and durability, CAMBRELLE is recognized as the No 1 Shoe Lining in the World. Leading global
brands line their footwear with Cambrelle. Cambrelle uses special bi-component nylon which
provides outstanding abrasion properties. The pique pattern provides outstanding absorption
properties. Water-proof NON WOVEN for STROEBEL Construction COSMO: “Stitch Bonded
Fabrics” in a multitude of weight and blends for footwear lining (vamps and quarters) numerous
grades of Strobel material and recycled non-woven insoles. HYDROGUARD Waterproof SPACER;
A truly state of the art fabric with Air Space Structuring Technology providing unparalleled feeling
of comfort and dryness.
Email: info@rishioverseas.com

Colour Trends Autumn/Winter 14-15
Shri KR Vijayan, President, Indian Shoe Federation
released the ‘first copy’ of the MODEUROP Colour Trends
and Colour Card for the Autumn Winter 14/1 5 season.
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Exhibitors At AMBUR OPEN 4
Exhibitors At AMBUR OPEN 4
Sl.
No.

Sl.
No.

Participants Name

1

Classic Polymers

2

International Leather Materials*

3

Baco metallic Industries

4

Intek Tapes Pvt Ltd

5

Sree Venkateswara Agency

6

BASF India Ltd

7

T Shameel Ahmed & Co

8

Color Shoppe

9

Intertek India Pvt Ltd

10

Milspeed India Pvt Ltd

11

Navkar

12

Don Chem Pvt Ltd

13

Ess Aar Industries

14

Kanna Chemie (P) Ltd

15

Rishi Overseas

16

Harsh VLH

17

Wonder Polymer

18

Enkay HWS India (P) Ltd

19

Tirupati Traders

20

Eskay Sales Corporation

21

Participants Name

48

Matrix Stampi Ltd

49

Bureau Veritas Consumar Products Services

50

Sun Ad Chem Pvt Ltd

51

Sofinco Industries

52

Torielli

53

Mac-India International

54

Kailash Trade Links Pvt Ltd

55

TFB (India)

56

Shangs Shoe Components

57

SS Pneumatics

58

Aishwarya International

59

Harman Sales Pvt Ltd

60

Alfa Equipments

61

Poorna Graphics

62

GTFC

63

Venkat Threads

64

Juki India Pvt. Ltd

65

Jafra Insoles India (P) Ltd.

66

JSR Textiles

67

Versatile Bonds Pvt. Ltd.

Sim Exports

68

Stilla Enterprises India Pvt. Ltd.

22

Zahonero India Pvt. Ltd.

69

Salma International

23

SP Traders

70

RY Gaitonde & Co

24

Top Light Labels & Elastics

71

Sri Venkateshwara Textile Coating Co

25

Solar Soles

72

Shivsu Canadian Clear International Ltd

26

Sudh Priya Plastichem (P) Ltd

73

Azhagan Shoe Fabrik (SDS Shoes)

27

SGS India Pvt Ltd

74

HDFC Bank Ltd

28

Euro Shoe Components Ltd

75

Sarin Enterprises

29

Comelz India Pvt. Ltd.

76

Atul Co. Ltd.

30

Stahl India Pvt Ltd

77

GG Organics and Chemicals

31

Gemini Shoe Enterprises

78

KMK Enterprises

32

Sarisons Shoe Tech Pvt Ltd

79

Elgi Equipments

33

Surya Pelle Chemical & Mould Pvt Ltd

80

Brugan Internaional

34

Osuri Footwear Components Pvt Ltd*

81

Sangeetha Enterprises

35

Gopi Engineering & Sons

82

India Cartons

36

Hari Chand Anand & Co

83

Shree Sunder Polymers

37

Abraaz Malaspina Soles Pvt Ltd

84

Lakshmi Traders

38

Sterling Organics and Chemicals

85

Nabeel Enterprises

39

Sadesa - HK International

86

Excel Vinyl

40

Jasch Plastics

87

Meccanica Allen SNC

41

Unifab Industries

88

BI Marketing (Boge)

42

Versatile India Pvt Ltd

89

Ramsons Garments

43

R-Cube Enterprises

90

Alfa Soles (Priya Impex)

44

Golden Chemtech Limited

91

Kounein Impex

45

PR Group (CMI Machines/)

92

DRG Vinyl Industries

46

Bostik India Pvt Ltd.

93

Stahl India Pvt Ltd

47

Suolificio Linea Italia (I) Pvt Ltd
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